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CSGF News

CSGF quarterly newsflash
compilation
A successful convening of the
large-scale sports venue construction
and operation in the new era and
national fitness summit forum
Organized by China Sporting Goods
Federation (CSGF), National Sport
Standardization Technical Committee, Sport
Bureau of Zhejiang Province and the 19th
Asian Games Hangzhou 2022 Organizing
Committee, the CSGF Public Interest
Seminar and Training Session (Shaoxing)
was held in Shaoxing, Zhejiang province

course (Shenyang) organized by Chinese

during July 10 to 13, 2019. A total of 330

Roller Sports Association and supported by

representatives from 22 provincial,

Shenyang Sports Federation was held in

autonomous regional and municipality level

Shenyang City University. From a

sport bureaus, sports training centers,

standpoint of ensuring consumer safety,

public fitness centers and venues attended

testing competition methods and being

the event.

geared to international standards, the
regulators set the institutional standards of
skateboard to demand higher quality and
safety of skateboard in the competition.
The meeting to review the
institutional standards of inline skates
was successfully convened

CSGF and Chinese Roller Sports
Association launch a promotion event
for group sports standards of
skateboard
On August 16, 2019, the 2019 roller skating
and skateboard coach and referee training
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A meeting to review the institutional

Mr. Li Hua, President of the China Sporting

standards of inline skates was held on

Goods Federation, representatives of

September 17, 2019 in Ningbo, Zhejiang

partners and member companies attended

Province. Zhang Xiaojing, director of

the meeting. Industry experts and

Standard Dept of CSGF attended the

entrepreneurs were invited to share

meeting. Seven standard drafting

experiences and cutting-edge technology

companies also attended the meeting,

with the participants.

including firms of the whole industrial chain
of product and component manufacturing.

CSGF Representatives Visiting Member

They participated in the institutional

Company in Dongguan

standards setting and rigidly reviewed the

CSGF workshop was held in Dongguan on

submitted draft article by article. Over 10

24th Sep. Representatives of CSGF,

tests to verify the performance of the

member companies and local sports

products were conducted during the meeting.

department attended the meeting.
Mr. Xie Kun, Director of Exhibition

CSGF Public Welfare Symposium

Department of CSGF made a brief

(Qinghai Station) successfully held

introduction of CSGF, China Sport Show

CSGF Public Welfare Symposium (Qinghai

and sporting goods standardization system,

Station), jointly sponsored by the China

and invited sporting goods companies in

Sporting Goods Federation, the National

Dongguan to communicate and work with

Sporting Goods Standardization Technical

CSGF for the development of the industry.

Committee, the State Sports General

CSGF representatives then visited Duoha

Administration Training Bureau and the

Sport & Fun Park, remarkable project of

Qinghai Provincial Sports Bureau, was

Siboasi Sports Goods Technology Co., Ltd.

held on 17-20 Sep, 2020 in Xining,
Qinghai Province.
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CSGF striving to become a
strong practitioner of the state
strategy of national fitness
August 8, 2019 marks the 11th National

Technical Committee played a key role in

Fitness Day of China and the starting point

the upgrading process.

that the exhibition preparation of CSGF in a

With the support of Mass Sports

new cycle is in full swing. China Sport Show,

Department of General Administration of

which has been held 37 sessions, is not

Sport of China, CSGF has drafted and

only a witness to the rising of major players

published a series of standardization

in China’s sporting goods manufacturing

documents on outdoor fitness equipment to

with a revenue of 100 billion yuan and the

promote technical progress and equipment

rejuvenation of Chinese style in domestic

upgrading, as well as provide guidance for

sports brands, but also a strong practitioner

customers to exercise properly.

and a promoter for the state strategy of

The intelligent indoor fitness equipment

national fitness.

technical specification and intelligent fitness
venue information transmission specification

Upgrading of sporting goods by

which are still in the drafting process will

standardization

provide assurance for running sports venue

China’s outdoor fitness equipment is

with 5G communication techniques.

provided for national fitness road programs
and fitness projects in rural areas across

Having a precise read on the industrial

the communities, townships, parks and

development

green spaces in the country. In 2017, the

As a participator in the national standard

regulations on outdoor fitness equipment

formulating and a leader in the institutional

administration were introduced, and

standard formulating, CSGF needs to have

addressed the lack of orderly management

a precise read on the current status and

over China’s outdoor fitness equipment

trends of the sports industry. China Sport

that is of large quantity and widely

Show, together with its relevant events

scattered. Apart from management

attended by over 1,500 companies, are the

standardization, equipment standardization

best platform for CSGF to gain a deeper

is also a new demand of the national fitness

understanding on industry development.

program. The second generation intelligent

Chinese National Fitness Program Seminar

equipment empowered by big data of fitness

which has been hosted six consecutive

road program is gradually replacing the

sessions, the best intelligent fitness

conventional equipment. The national and

equipment campaign which has been

institutional standards promoted by CSGF

successfully held for three sessions, and

and National Sport Standardization

Chinese National Fitness Equipment and
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Facilities Communication Event play a major

covering themes on national fitness, sports

part in promoting industry development in

training center, sports venue construction

terms of policy interpretation, product

and upgrading, sports venue

standardization and giving impetus to

standardization and promotion, risk

the market.

management and its application,
large-scale sports event and sports

Integrating resources and promoting

industry development, sports venue

exchanges within the industry

construction and its sound operation

Sports venue is an important vehicle to host

promotion. These events provide valuable

national fitness events. China Sport Show

information to governments at all levels and

Venue Forum, which focusing on the hottest

expert consultation service on project

topics in the industry, asks masters in the

identification, preparation, design,

industry to share their solutions for the

construction, operation, professional

problems in the industrial development. The

consultation training and scientific research.

public interest sports venue seminar and

These events provide services for sporting

training session hosted from time to time

goods companies, and promote the

also provide support for sports venue business.

collaboration between the sporting goods

The two subsidiary institutions of CSGF, i.e.,

companies and bridge governmental organs

the stadium committee and the stadium

and the companies.

expert committee, have hosted more than
10 large-scale public interest seminars and
training sessions over the past two years,
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(Correspondent: Feng Jiajia)
Text source: China Sports Daily
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China Sport Show Booth
Application Starts

National Exhibition & Convention Center (Shanghai)

st

rd

21 -23 May, 2020

No. 333, Songze Avenue, Qingpu District, Shanghai

China Sport Show 2020 will be held 21-23

Apply a booth

May 2020 in National Exhibition and

To apply for a booth, pls click here. Pls

Convention Center (Shanghai). Booth

submit the online form and wait for our staff

Application has been started on 8th

to contact you for procedures of agreement,

August, 2019.

payment and booth arrangement.

In China Sport Show 2019, 1480 companies
participated as exhibitors with an exhibition

Booth Price

area of over 180,000 sqm.

Standard booth(3m*3m)=USD3000，

China Sport Show 2020 will use 7 exhibition

standard booth package included.

halls on the first floor of National Exhibition

Open space (36 sqm and over)=USD300/sqm.

& Convention Center (Shanghai). 14
themed exhibition zones cover all what you

For detailed information, pls check

would think of as sporting goods.

official website or contact
Stadium facilities & flooring zone

Data of China Sport Show 2019

Ms. GUO, Chao (Justine)

Exhibition Area: 180,000 sqm

E-mail ：guochao@sportshow.com.cn

No. of Exhibitors: 1480 from over 60

Tel ：+86-15010253023

countries and regions

Fitness zone

Exhibiting brands: 3000

Mr. YU, Tao

No. of Visitors: over 100,000 from 80+

E-mail ：yutao@sportshow.com.cn

countries and regions

Tel ：+86-1381928329

Media coverage: 50+ national and local media
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China Sport Show 2020
uncovers its new look with 14
exhibition themes
China Sport Show 2020 will be held at the
National Exhibition and Convention Center
(Shanghai) during May 21 to 23, 2020.
China Sport Show 2020 will further improve
its exhibition hall planning, service and
operation efficiency for a better experience
at the fair. The event will also have its scale
upgraded and provide more detailed and
precise services.
(Annex: Layout drawing of the exhibition
area)
China Sport Show 2020 will feature seven
exhibition halls (1.1, 2.1, 4.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1,
and 8.1) at the first floor of the National
Exhibition and Convention Center
(Shanghai). The interconnected halls form a
complete exhibition area. The refined 14
exhibition themes are more detailed and
precise, i.e., fitness equipment and
accessories, public fitness facilities,
rehabilitation and health monitoring,
massage and household health care
equipment, sports nutrition, stadium
construction and management, sports
apparatus and auxiliary facilities, sports
flooring, sports organizations, overseas
pavilion, sportswear and footwear, winter
sports, roller-skating and outdoor leisure,
combat sports and ballgames.
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China Sport Show sponsors
“Easy Run” and steps up its
support on professional appraisal
of the sports industry
On September 6, 2019, the launching

held at the Chengyang Gymnastics in

ceremony of the volunteer service of Easy

Qingdao, Shandong province. As a

Run (Shandong tour) and the opening

supporter to the series of public interest

ceremony of China Sports Lottery the 9th

events of Easy Run, China Sport Show

national fitness gym trainer and badminton

once again assisted in the professional

professional skill competition were solemnly

appraisal of the sports industry.
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Foreign companies at China Sport
Show: China is transforming from
an imitator to an innovator

Cynthia Link is the co-founder of
Mastertech, the biggest sports equipment

08

of the world’s major sports fairs.
“China Sport Show is getting bigger with

importer in Argentina, and one of the key

more types of products with better quality,”

VIP buyers invited by the organizer to attend

said Cynthia. But in its infancy, China’s

China Sport Show. She first visited China

sporting goods were mostly replicas and

Sport Show eight years ago. Over the past

their design, technical features and quality

eight years, Cynthia has experienced the

had a huge gap with their counterparts of

great changes gone through by China Sport

international leading brands. China’s

Show, China’s sporting goods industry

sporting goods left an impression of

and China’s sports environment. Her

disrespect of intellectual property rights,

biggest appreciation is that no one at China

cheap price and low quality. But now

Sport Show will cast a strange look at her as

China’s sporting goods have come a long

a female practitioner in the sporting goods

way in terms of their overall quality, and

industry. China Sport Show gradually

China Sport Show is a sporting goods fair

becomes a must-have leg in her annual trip

with huge influence in Asia Pacific and even

China Sport Show News

in the world.

low price and bad quality. They are not only

Cynthia also visited sporting goods fairs

superior in quality, but also affordable.”

held in the US, Germany and other

she said.

countries, but her major suppliers are the

As a result of the significant changes gone

exhibitors of China Sport Show. Mastertech

through by Chinese sporting goods industry

imports 40 containers of sporting goods

over the past few years, it is possible for the

from China every year and China Sport

industry to reinvent itself fro“made-in-

Show is almost the only fair that she has a

China”to“intelligent-manufacturing-in-

sourcing plan.

China”. During the exhibition, the author

As Chinese sporting goods suppliers

also interviewed Australian buyer Dan

increasingly pay attention to product design

Rankin and Malaysian buyer Ong Aun Pang

and quality, the result is that the latest

who are regular visitors to China Sport

products and industry trends of the sporting

Show for many years and they share the

goods industry are presented at China

same recognition that Cynthia has – China

Sport Show. Cynthia pointed out that

has experienced the fastest growth in

Mastertech makes efforts to promote and

sporting goods industry in the world over the

publicize Chinese sporting goods in

past few years and is becoming another

Argentina.“We tell many of our Argentine

powerhouse for world sporting goods industry.

customers that Chinese products have
come a long way from the old stereotype of

(Correspondent: Ci Xin)
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The going abroad effort of
China’s sports industry from the
perspective of China Sport Show
– an interview with Korea Sports Promotion
Foundation CEO Jae-kee Cho

pointed out during the interview that
Chinese sporting goods industry has had a
leap-forward development over the past
few years and Korean companies can learn
a lot from their Chinese counterparts.
As neighboring countries, China and Korea
have frequent sports exchanges and as
early as in 2007 there were Korean sporting
equipment companies come to China Sport
Show as exhibitors.
During the 12 years as a leader to
coordinate Korean companies participating
in China Sport Show, Mr. Cho has
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As the sole national level sporting goods

experienced the transformation of Chinese

exhibition and the biggest international and

sports industry. The most impressive

professional sporting goods exhibition in

feature of Chinese sporting goods industry

Asia Pacific, China Sport Show is gaining

for him is how quickly Chinese companies

more attention from the world. Taking

can master new technologies and deliver

Korean exhibitors and visitors as an

diversified products. He believes that many

example, statistics show that 16 Korean

achievements Chinese sporting goods

companies signed up as exhibitors with a

industry has made are worthy of learning for

total booth area of 288 square meters in

Korean companies.

2019. They hosted seven commercial

China, as a big marketplace, is where many

events during the exhibition. The organizer

Korean sporting equipment companies are

invited three VIP buyers from Korea and

eager to tap into. Some Chinese sporting

454 Korean visitors came to the exhibition.

equipment companies have formulated their

Korea Sports Promotion Foundation CEO

going abroad plans. Korean sporting

Jae-kee Cho organized nine Korean

equipment companies come to China Sport

companies as exhibitors to showcase their

Show as exhibitors and their Chinese

products at China Sport Show. Mr. Cho

counterparts are doing the same at SPOEX

Industry News

held in Korea, and these platforms witness a

themselves. As elite sports had been

high willingness of the companies of the two

steered the development of Korean sports

countries to collaborate. CSGF and Korea

for a long time and many local sporting

Sports Promotion Foundation have played

equipment suppliers geared to it. They had

important roles to promote the exchange

faced many challenges in transforming

and contacts between the two sporting

themselves to meet the needs of elite and

goods industries of the two countries.

mass sports. Mr. Cho spoke from

According to CSGF, with the further

experience and offered some advices to

expansion of communication between

Chinese sporting equipment companies for

Chinese and Korean sporting goods

their development.

industries, more sporting equipment

Apart from Korea Sports Promotion

companies from the two countries will sign

Foundation leading a team to participate in

up as exhibitors to each other’s sporting

China Sport Show as exhibitors, over a

goods fairs in the future.

thousand buyers and visitors from more

With China’s social and economic

than 80 countries and international regions,

development, Chinese people pay more

including Japan, the US, Canada, Australia,

attention to health and fitness and China’s

Russia, Germany, France, Italy, Brazil and

mass sport event has experienced a flourish

India, came to the fair. The international

development, which is both an opportunity

influence of China Sport Show grows

and a challenge for the sports industry. Mr.

thanks to the big room of development in

Cho pointed out that Korea had also gone

China’s sporting equipment market and

through the transformation from elite sports

the mushrooming Chinese sporting

as the leading force to elite sports and mass

equipment industry.

sports developing side by side. For Korean
sporting equipment companies, the rise of

(Correspondent: Ci Xin)

mass sports calls for a big market growth,

Text source: China Youth Daily

but the companies also needed to reinvent
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Big Four of Chinese Sporting
Goods All Reported Rose in
First Half

12

Anta, Li Ning and Xtep, the three Chinese

four brands are hoping to get a piece of the

sporting goods giants all maintained

market in the first and second tier. But in the

first-half net profit of more than 20%,

sports market of first- and second-tier cities,

followed by 361°also achieved nearly 10%

Nike and Adidas are indisputable bosses,

growth. This means that local sports brands

and the strategy of local sports brands,

have rebounded from the trough. The big

while necessary, faces a number of tests.

Market Analysis

Can sports companies and
gyms benefit more through
collaboration?

Currently going to gym has become a social

A new trend generated by integrating

event, which raises the willingness of

retail stores and gyms

customers to exercise in fitness center and

Lululemon opened its gym at the second

convinces sports brands’involvement as

floor of its retail store. The gym consists of a

they see these venues as an untapped

yoga room, a high-intensity intermittent

marketplace.

training room and a meditation room. To

Recently Canadian sports brand Lululemon

build an all-in-one sports and living place,

opened its first global gym in Chicago, the

Lululemon also provides a cafe serving

US. At present, American sports brands

body-building food and a casual workplace

such as Reebok and Under Armour attach

for the gym.

importance to fitness center. They integrate

It is worth mentioning that Lululemon is

their retail stores with gyms to enhance

committed to experiential retail. Many of its

shopping experience and expand their

stores offer yoga classes for customers and

influence among fitness-loving people.

it had hired professional body builders for
13
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promoting its products as brand ambassadors.
Lululemon disclosed a plan of opening more
gyms in the future, an attempt to dedicate
10% of its store fleet to the gym concept.
Reebok adopts a different strategy from
opening gyms and chooses to collaborate
with fitness centers. 2018 saw Reebok
opening its first Asia-Pacific flagship store
in Shanghai. The store tries to integrate
retail and exercising experience by offering
some of its floor area to a CrossFit gym.
According to media reports, the first floor of

document said that this gym is licensed by

the flagship store features Reebok’s

Canadian sports nutrition brand Mutant,

sporting products, including CrossFit series,

jointly built by Shanghai Really Fitness

Les Mills series, basic training series and

Equipment Co., Ltd. and International

classic series. The CrossFit Box gym opens

Personal Training Academy. Most of its

at the B1 floor of the store and offersCrossFit

members are professional body builders

physical training and Les Mills training.

and its on-site trainers have contested in

Reebok Brand Director Asia Pacific and

international competitions. A lot of Armour

Vice President and General Manager GCA

fitness facilities are offered at the gym.

Chad Wittman defined the flagship store as
FitHub 3.0 and pointed out the new strategy

Sports companies improving their brand

helps its customers shaping a deeper

awareness by partnering with gyms

understanding to its products. Reebok will

Why would these sports companies open

open more such stores in the future.

gyms or work with fitness institutions? An

Under Armour also tapped into the gym

expert of China National Garment

sector and it partnered with Mutant. The

Association pointed out from the perspective

gym jointly built by Under Armour and Mutant

of sports brand that their collaboration

opened in Nanjing this May. Its official

depends on how these sports companies
position themselves.
The predominant products of these sports
companies which partner with fitness
centers are fitness garment. For example,
Lululemon is a yoga clothes provider, Under
Armour mostly offers quick drying clothes
and Reebok has tapped into fitness
garment. The expert above believed that
these gyms are the best places to promote
their products and build brand awareness
as most of gym goers match the target
customers of these sports companies.
Senior fitness we-media owner and founder

14
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of Lazy Snail Xie Liangkai believes that the

general trend of consumption upgrading,

fastest and most effective way to improve

more and more fitness enthusiasts prefer to

brand awareness among customers for

dress in style for exercising. This demand

these sports companies is to find other

also drives the sports companies eyeing the

companies with same brand positioning and

gyms as an untapped market.

target customers, and collaborate with them

According to gym goers, exercising at

to promote their products and riding on the

fitness center could be embarrassing in the

decisions of the customers. According to a

past because they feel ashamed to be seen

staff member of Reebok, the company’s

by others when they wear hideous and unfit

collaboration with fitness institution is also

shirts and are soaking wet. For today’s

an attempt of scenario marketing.

younger generation, gym is not only a place

Scenario marketing is based on special

to exercise, but also an important social

scenarios, supported by environment and

occasion. Everyone wants to wear fitting,

atmosphere, to provide relevant products

stylish and quick drying clothes in gym. Xie

and services, which relates to the

Liangkai pointed out that fitness club is a

customers emotionally and inspires their

place of social event. Gym goers interact

desire to buy. Reebok expects to put such a

with each other frequently there and they

concept into practice by providing fitness

learn about sports brands and improve their

professionals with professional clothes and

loyalty to sports brands by mingling with others.

footwear, so as to trigger actual shopping.
From the perspective of customers, with the

（Text source: Xinhuanet.com）
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